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Defensive Computing: Phishing, Whaling, Malware, and other Scams 
Rarely a day goes by without a report of a data breach, another email scam, or someone getting bogus but convincing phone 
calls.  Computers have revolutionized how we work and play, but they have also created new avenues for the less scrupulous 
members of society to steal money, identities, and wreck general havoc for individuals and organizations.  How do you protect 
yourself?  Knowledge and vigilance are your best tools—and for all your personal devices, a good security application. 

Smishing:  Similar to phishing emails, smishing refers to malicious text messages to your phone or tablet that can seem to 
be from legitimate sources.  Do not reply to or click on links in any text messages that you receive that are unexpected or are 
suspicious in nature.  Malware can be downloaded onto a phone or tablet via links in text messages. 

Tech Support Scams: You are navigating to a site when suddenly a box appears with a virus warning and a number to 
call.  Or, the phone rings and the caller claims to be with a known tech company alerting you that viruses were detected on 
your computer.  These are scams!  Hang up the phone.  Force quit your browser.  Restart the computer.  Do not restore 
browser windows but immediately clear cache, plugins, and history and restore browser to default settings. 

Malware: Malware refers to spyware, viruses, and unwanted software that is installed on your device without your 
knowledge.  Malware can be delivered in an email, via malicious websites, popups, browser extensions, ads, or via external 
devices.  Your defense: Pay attention to security warnings from your browser.  Don’t click on links or attachments in 
suspicious emails.  Don’t click on popups or banner ads if you don’t know the source.  Only download legitimate software 
directly from the source—avoid free downloads from unknown sites.  Read each screen if installing software and uncheck 
unwanted add-ons.  Think twice about browser extensions—be wary of ones that want to control your settings.  If you suspect 
malware, update and run security software for home devices or contact tech support at school for district machines.  If you do 
have malware on your computer, it in turn could get into the school network and infect other devices.  Be on guard. 

Phishing: A long popular scam is the phishing email designed to fool you into divulging personal information that the 
scammer can use to steal your money or, worse, your identity.  These emails often look like they come from a legitimate 
business or a known contact since scammers disguise the true source.  Often they warn that accounts have been breeched or 
will be closed and require you click on a link to fix the problem, or they simply ask you to respond with personal information.  
Links will take you to spoof sites designed to look legitimate.  Your defense: Never click on links in emails—go to known 
websites directly typing in the address yourself or using your bookmarks.  (Secure sites use a web address that begins with 
https: but, beware, crooks can forge security icons.)  By hovering over the email address with your mouse, you often (but not 
always) can see the actual source of the message.  Never send personal information in an email—email is not secure.  Do not 
open attachments or download files in email unless you are sure of the source and were expecting it.  Diligently monitor 
your accounts online, check statements, and call if you suspect foul play.  Report, then, delete, suspicious emails. 

Whaling:  A more sophisticated and targeted form of phishing is called whaling.  Whaling emails are directed to specific 
individuals or groups of individuals within an organization and include enough personal information to seem legitimate.  
They may be directed to or pretend to come from individuals of authority in the organization or trusted vendors with the goal 
of obtaining sensitive information, eliciting payments, or infecting a company with malware.   Attackers use information 
gleaned from organization websites and social media to make their emails as convincing as possible.  If an email from a 
colleague doesn’t sound quite right, don’t reply to the email—call or initiate another email on your own to enquire about it. 


